
program and other eco-interventions 
are pixelised 
and re-composed in clusters 
in a smaller scale 
in order to create 
a community feeling, 
where sharing, interacting 
and improving 
an overall ecological behavior 
are enhanced

camping tents
designated camping area for camping tents 
motor homes
designated camping area for motor homes
cultivation area
photovoltaics
facilities (administration, kitchen, laundry, 
               wet rooms, recreation)

programThe project concerns the design of 
an eco-camping in the area of Paliouri, in 
Chalkidiki, a Natura 2000 site.
The principles taken into account involve 
the reduction of energy, waste and water 
consumption, the promotion of renewable 
sources of energy, and finally 
the enhancement of environmental 
awareness.
The pixelised organisation of program 
aims in a complete ecological behavior, 
where the eco-camper has an overall
experience of all his or her actions and 
their impacts.
Through a smart metering system, 
the camper has full knowledge of 
how energy and water are produced, 
recycled and consumed. 
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the camper has full knowledge of 
how energy and water are produced,
recycled and consumed. 

are enhanced



grassed swale
replenishment 
of the acquifer horizon

grassed swale
replenishment 
of the acquifer horizon

native grass

food
processing

laundrywc/shower

solar 
thermal units

filters

roof leaders

rainwater
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hot water
storage

grey water
storage

waste water treatment
irrigation

outdoor shower photovoltaics
solar thermal units

filters

rainwater
cistern

hot water
storage

grey water
storage

waste water
treatment

power from photovoltaics
used in outdoor LED lighting 
charging batteries etc

cultivation area

motor home

designated area for 
motor home

photovoltaic stripes
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1. Diagram of the systems
    applied, on water, solar energy,
    waste capture, recycle and reuse

2. Focus on a part of the camping site:
    motor homes, cultivation areas, 
    photovoltaics all intermingle in clusters

3. View of the camping
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